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TELE-VFR (Telescopic - Variable Forward Reach) 

 

The most advanced reach mower arm-set ever created 



Background 

Modern tractor cabs increasingly place the operator ahead of the rear axle. Great for comfort, this position does nothing for visibility 

of the flailhead when hedge cutting or mowing verges. TELE-VFR (Telescopic-Variable Forward Reach) is designed to aid visibility from 

all types of cab and makes cutting around obstacles much easier, too. 

Operated via McConnel’s Revolution joystick control, the new Tele-VFR is not only easier to master than conventionally controlled 

alternatives, but the control system also allows settings to be tailored to match the individual tastes of the user. 

 



Introduction 

The new Telescopic-Variable Forward Reach arm takes the comfort and control 

offered by McConnel’s proven VFR technology and combines these qualities with 

the versatility of a 1.0m telescopic extension. 

Created following feedback from French professional and specialist contractors 

(the largest arm mower market in the World), the new armset is available on new 

85-series Power Arms. 

Key benefits include: 

 Improves safety by allowing the operator to concentrate on the road ahead 

 Enables operators to set the arm position according to the task or personal 

preference 

 Flexible positioning for cutting around obstacles 

 Telescopic arm allows close-in cutting, while delivering extra reach on 

demand 

 Enhances comfort 

 Cutting position is adjustable from the cab at the touch of a button 

 Simple and intuitive control 

 Ideal for both hedge cutting and verge mowing 

 



Comparison: Conventional arm vrs. TELE-VFR arm 

Movement of conventional arm configuration:  Movement of NEW TELE-VFR Arm configuration:  

400% larger working zone 

Conventional arm configuration:  NEW TELE-VFR Arm configuration:  

Arm Movement 

Arm Movement 



Safety, visibility and comfort 

Conventional arm configuration:  NEW TELE-VFR Arm configuration:  

Conventional arms extend behind the cab resulting in operators having to make a series of visual adjustments from front to rear as the operator checks the 

road ahead, then breaks off to check the performance of the flailhead.  

TELE-VFR takes full advantage of the 120-degree focal range of the human eye, allowing operators to flick simultaneously back and forth from the road to the 

flailhead’s position alongside the cab without compromising safety. 

The improvements in visibility help increase working speeds and deliver enhanced safety and machine longevity. 



Ability to cut around obstacles 

Conventional arm configuration:  NEW TELE-VFR Arm configuration:  

Conventional reach arms are not designed for cutting around obstacles such as road signs, trees, and therefore struggle to make a tidy cut without being 

forced into a series of time-consuming and potentially hazardous manoeuvres. 

By enabling an extended forward reach of up to 2.39m, TELE-VFR offers over 400% increase in the size of the cutting area, boosting efficiency and 

productivity and enabling the arm to cut behind obstacles. 



Confined Environments 

The telescopic arm extends by 1.0m – giving extra reach on demand, or a compact arm-set when retracted for enhanced manoeuvrability.  

TELE-VFR also enables operators to cut directly behind the cab when working in very narrow lanes where space is at a premium and there is no room to 

extend the arm – creating opportunities for work in challenging environments where a conventional reach arm machine would struggle. 



Working Example: Safety, visibility and comfort 



Working Example: Ability to cut around obstacles 



Working Example: Ability to cut around obstacles 



Working Example: Working in confined areas  



Testimonial 1: 

Graham Dix, Oxford City Council, UK. 

Oxford City Council chose Variable Forward Reach technology for their new machine 

because of the benefits it delivers in comfort, safety and productivity. 

Safety and Productivity 

Operator Graham Dix said: “I have to work on busy city streets where there are a lot of 

cars and pedestrians and safety is paramount. Variable Forward Reach offers a big 

advantage over conventional reach arms because it allows me to concentrate on the road 

ahead and spot any hazard while working on the hedges and verges at the same time. 

Comfort and health 

The council wanted to ensure greater comfort for Graham who had suffered back pain in 

the past, protecting his health and preventing unnecessary fatigue. 

Grounds maintenance supervisor Andy Wharton explained: “We work long hours keeping 

the hedges in trim throughout autumn and winter so comfort is very important to us 

because we don’t want to risk strains which might put an operator’s health at risk. VFR 

allows Graham to position the flail alongside the cab protecting his back and neck from 

strain.” 

Performance and precision 

Graham is experienced hedge-cutter but believes the VFR machine offers a major step 

forward in precision and productivity. 

He said:  “VFR is a fantastic feature that gives you an incredible amount of control and is 

great when you’re working in tight spaces, or when you’re in a busy area and need to cut 

round challenging obstacles. It’s really smooth when you change the cutting position and 

it saves a lot of time on tough jobs.” 



Testimonial 2: 

Paul Harding, Cheshire contractor., UK 

Paul Harding is a busy full-time green maintenance contractor tending to around 3,500 

miles of verges and hedges a year. He chose VFR for its outstanding precision and 

comfort.  

Comfort 

Paul explained: “I spend so many hours a day cutting hedges that it does place a lot of 

strain on my neck. With traditional arms this can result in a lot of stiffness and discomfort, 

but the VFR has made a huge difference, because now I look straight ahead, rather than 

constantly craning over my neck.” 

Productivity 

Paul said: “I’m a big fan of McConnel’s Easy Drive System, but to get the best out of it you 

need to be able to fully concentrate on the road ahead. That’s why VFR is so helpful 

because it enables me to keep my vision focused on the road.” 

Precision 

Paul said: “VFR gives you an edge when it comes to precision because it gives you the 

perfect view of your work. It’s also very helpful when I’m working in a very narrow lane 

where I can use VFR to position the flailhead directly behind the cab to cut the verge. 



Technical Dimensions (PA8085 TELE-VFR) 



Technical Dimensions (PA8085 TELE-VFR) 



Technical Dimensions (PA8085 TELE-VFR) 



Technical Dimensions (PA8085 TELE-VFR) 



TELE-VFR Technical Summary 

 Available now on new 85-series Power Arms (See appendix 1) 

  

 Left and right hand build options 

  

 Constructed from super-strength Domex steel for durability and 

lightness 

  

 Compatible with a comprehensive range of working attachments 

including high-performance flailheads, multisaws, rotary heads, cutter 

bars and a ditch cleaner 

  

 Available with McConnel’s award-winning Easy Drive System, a hands-

free cruise control system which reduces operator fatigue while 

increasing verge mowing speeds by up to 4.5 times. (See appendix 2) 

  

 Equipped with hydraulic safety breakaway for enhanced damage 

protection 

  

 Available with REVOLUTION, the world’s most advanced mainstream 

Power Arm control system (See appendix 3) 

  

 Precision-engineered in the UK to the ISO9002 quality management 

hallmark 

Further details available on request, please email Wayne Brown, McConnel 

Marketing Manager: wbrown@mcconnel.com  



Comparison Summary: Conventional arm vrs. Tele-VFR arm 

Conventional arm configuration:  NEW TELE-VFR Arm configuration:  

Conventional arm configuration:  NEW TELE-VFR Arm configuration:  

Improves safety by allowing the operator to 
concentrate on the road ahead 

Enables operators to set the arm position 
according to the task or personal preference 

Flexible positioning for cutting around obstacles 
 

Ability to cut behind the tractor 
 

Enhances comfort 
 

Increased productivity 
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